Neolithic Revolution

...The Neolithic Revolution also changed the way people lived. In place of scattered hunting communities, the farmers lived in villages. Near groups of villages, small towns grew up, and later cities too. Thus the Neolithic Revolution made civilization itself possible. (The Ancient Near East)

Within the villages, towns and cities, it was possible for people to specialize in the sort of work they could do best. Many stopped producing food at all, making instead tools and other goods that farmers needed, and for which they gave them food in exchange. This process of exchange led to trade and traders, and the growth of trade made it possible for people to specialize even more. . . . .

Source: D. M. Knox, The Neolithic Revolution, Greenhaven Press

1) Name 1 benefit that came out of the Neolithic Revolution based on the passage above.

My name is Ogg, and I am a hunter. I usually walk a great distance each day to find my food. . . .
I continue to hunt for a living, even though many of my friends have given up. They have learned to plant crops and keep animals. They live in houses made of brick, stone, and grass.
One day, while returning from the hunt, I happened to pass the field of my friends Ulana and Lute . . .
"Look how well we live," Ulana replied. "We have a steady supply of meat, milk, vegetables, and wool. In fact, we have everything we need." . . .
"We are not afraid, nor are we hungry. We all work together and help one another. Some till the soil. Others care for the animals. Still others make weapons and tools. We trade goods with people in other villages. You should give up the hunt and join us, Ogg. You will have a better life." . . .
I left Ulana and continued to hunt for my food. But last week I returned from the hunt empty-handed every day. I was cold, tired, and hungry. . . .

Source: Henry Abraham and Irwin Pleffer, Enjoying Global History, AMSCO

2) Based on the passage above, what was one disadvantage of hunting for food?